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Crime, Deviance and Popular Culture
International and Multidisciplinary Perspectives
This book explores the links between crime, deviance and popular culture in our highly-mediated era, offering an insight into the cultural processes through which particular practices acquire a criminal or deviant status, and come to be seen as social problems. [...] 2019. XVII, 343 p. 12 illus. (Palgrave Studies in Crime, Media and Culture) Hardcover
$ 149.99 ISBN 978-3-030-04911-9

Rape Narratives in Motion
This book critically examines the last few decades of discussion around sex and violence in the media, on social media, in the courtroom and through legislation. The discursive struggles over what constitutes “sexual violence”, “victims” and “offenders” is normally determined through narratives: a selective ordering of events and participants. [...] 2019. IX, 265 p. 1 illus. (Palgrave Studies in Crime, Media and Culture) Hardcover
$ 119.99 ISBN 978-3-030-13851-6

Terrorism in the Classroom
Security, Surveillance and a Public Duty to Act

Desisting Sisters
Gender, Power and Desistance in the Criminal (In)Justice System
This book provides an important, critical, feminist perspective on desistance theory and practice. It is built around 23 original, narrative interviews with women and the staff of the community projects they attended, as well as a year of observations at Northshire Women’s Centres. [...] 2019. X, 270 p. (Critical Criminological Perspectives) Hardcover
$ 89.99 ISBN 978-3-030-14275-9

Rebuilding Lives After Genocide
Migration, Adaptation and Acculturation
This book examines how genocide survivors rebuild their lives following migration after genocide. Drawing on a mixture of in-depth interviews and published testimony, it utilises Bourdieu’s concept of social capital to highlight how individuals reconstruct their lives in a new country. [...] 2019. XV, 220 p. (Palgrave Studies in Compromise after Conflict) Hardcover
$ 89.99 ISBN 978-3-030-14073-1
C. Bollaert
Reconciliation and Building a Sustainable Peace
Competing Worldviews in South Africa and Beyond
This book explores how competing worldviews impact on intergroup relations and building a sustainable peace in culturally diverse societies. It raises the question of what happens in a culturally diverse society when competing values and ways of interpreting reality collide [...] 2019. XX, 209 p. 7 illus., 6 illus. in color. (Palgrave Studies in Compromise after Conflict) Hardcover
$ 99.99
ISBN 978-3-030-03654-6

G. Brooks
Criminal Justice and Corruption
State Power, Privatization and Legitimacy
This book highlights and examines the level, reach and consequences of corruption in international criminal justice systems. The book argues that corruption in and of criminal justice is an international problem regardless of the jurisdiction and type of political system – democratic, dictatorship or absolute monarchy. [...] 2019. VI, 264 p. Hardcover
$ 89.99
ISBN 978-3-030-16037-1

L. Bui, D. P. Farrington
Crime in Japan
A Psychological Perspective
This book reviews research on psychology and crime in Japan, and compares the findings with similar research conducted in Western industrialised countries. It examines explanations for crime and antisocial behaviour in Japan using research and theories from a psychological perspective. [...] 2019. XIV, 274 p. 1 illus. (Palgrave Advances in Criminology and Criminal Justice in Asia) Hardcover
$ 89.99
ISBN 978-3-030-14096-0

D. Canciani
The Politics and Practice of Occupational Health and Safety Law Enforcement
This book takes a critical approach to examining British and Italian occupational health and safety enforcement policies and questions the legal and political principles that underpin them. [...] 2019. XVIII, 300 p. 7 illus. in color. (Critical Criminological Perspectives) Hardcover
$ 99.99
ISBN 978-3-319-98508-4

A. Chung
Chinese Criminal Entrepreneurs in Canada, Volume I
This book explores the historical origins, activities, and structure of the archetypal ‘new’ Asian criminal entrepreneurs in Canada, known as the Big Circle Boys (BCB). It traces their illegal immigration abroad from Guangzhou, the extent to which they are organised and violent, and what the future holds for them in Canada. [...] 2019. XV, 340 p. 4 illus., 3 illus. in color. (Transnational Crime, Crime Control and Security) Hardcover
$ 109.99
ISBN 978-3-030-05131-0

A. Chung
Chinese Criminal Entrepreneurs in Canada, Volume II
This book explores how the ‘new’ Asian criminal entrepreneurs in Canada, known as the Big Circle Boys (BCB), competitively dominated the Canadian heroin market in the 1990s without a formal organisation or explicit hierarchical structure. [...] 2019. XIV, 341 p. 15 illus. in color. (Transnational Crime, Crime Control and Security) Hardcover
$ 99.99
ISBN 978-3-030-05134-1
T. Kuldova
How Outlaws Win Friends and Influence People
This book asks a critical question for our times: why do an increasing number of people support, admire and aspire to be outlaws? Outlaw motorcycle clubs have grown, spread and matured. Popular culture glamorizes them; law enforcement agencies fight them and the media vilify them. Meanwhile, the outlaw bikers exploit the current cultural and economic climate to attract new members. [...] 2019. XXVII, 214 p. 1 illus. Hardcover $89.99 ISBN 978-3-030-15205-5

W. C. Heffernan
Rights and Wrongs
Rethinking the Foundations of Criminal Justice
This book seeks to explain why the concept of justice is critical to the study of criminal justice. Heffernan makes such a case by treating state-sponsored punishment as the defining feature of criminal justice. [...] 2019. XII, 149 p. 1 illus. (Critical Criminological Perspectives) Hardcover $59.99 ISBN 978-3-030-12781-7

J. Gulland
Gender, Work and Social Control
A Century of Disability Benefits
This book uses previously unknown archive materials to explore the meaning of the term ‘incapable of work’ over a hundred years (1911–present). Nowadays, people claiming disability benefits must undergo medical tests to assess whether or not they are capable of work. Media reports and high profile campaigns highlight the problems with this system and question whether the process is fair. [...] 2019. Approx. 270 p. (Palgrave Socio-Legal Studies) Hardcover $105.00 ISBN 978-1-137-60562-7

M. T. Davis, E. Macleod, G. Pentland (Eds.)
Political Trials in an Age of Revolutions
Britain and the North Atlantic, 1793—1848
This collection provides new insights into the ‘Age of Revolutions’, focussing on state trials for treason and sedition, and expands the sophisticated discussion that has marked the historiography of that period by examining political trials in Britain and the north Atlantic world from the 1790s and into the nineteenth century. [...] 2019. XIX, 398 p. 1 Illus. (Palgrave Histories of Policing, Punishment and Justice) Hardcover $139.99 ISBN 978-3-319-98958-7

N. Gill, A. Good (Eds.)
Asylum Determination in Europe
Ethnographic Perspectives
Drawing on new research material from ten European countries, Asylum Determination in Europe: Ethnographic Perspectives brings together a range of detailed accounts of the legal and bureaucratic processes by which asylum claims are decided. [...] 2019. XVII, 335 p. 4 illus. (Palgrave Socio-Legal Studies) Hardcover $31.00 ISBN 978-3-319-94748-8

J. Kuldovala
How Outlaws Win Friends and Influence People
This book asks a critical question for our times: why do an increasing number of people support, admire and aspire to be outlaws? Outlaw motorcycle clubs have grown, spread and matured. Popular culture glamorizes them; law enforcement agencies fight them and the media vilify them. Meanwhile, the outlaw bikers exploit the current cultural and economic climate to attract new members. [...] 2019. XXVII, 214 p. 1 illus. Hardcover $89.99 ISBN 978-3-030-15205-5
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eds.</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Subtitle</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R. Lippens, E. Murray</td>
<td>Representing the Experience of War and Atrocity</td>
<td>Interdisciplinary Explorations in Visual Criminology</td>
<td>This book explores how the experience of war and related atrocities tend to be visually expressed and how such articulations and representations are circulated and consumed. Each chapter of this volume examines how an image can contribute to a richer understanding of the [...] 2019. IX, 261 p. 3 illus., 2 illus. in color. (Palgrave Studies in Crime, Media and Culture) Hardcover $ 119.99 ISBN 978-3-030-13924-7</td>
<td>978-3-030-13924-7</td>
<td>119.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. I. Lien, J. Lorentzen</td>
<td>Men’s Experiences of Violence in Intimate Relationships</td>
<td></td>
<td>This open access book draws on a broad study on violence against men, from both male and female partners in Norway, to contribute to the research on intimate partner violence. It identifies similarities in men’s experiences and backgrounds, including in their perceptions of their own victimisation. [...] 2019. XI, 174 p. 2 illus. in color. (Palgrave Studies in Victims and Victimization) Hardcover $ 31.00 ISBN 978-3-030-03993-6</td>
<td>978-3-030-03993-6</td>
<td>31.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. L. Leslie</td>
<td>Recidivism in the Caribbean</td>
<td>Improving the Reintegration of Jamaican Ex-prisoners</td>
<td>This book provides a detailed and practical exploration of criminal recidivism and social reintegration in Jamaica. It uses various methods to seek the authentic voices of inmates, ex-prisoners, deported migrants and practitioners, drawing on an original study to examine factors that might help ex-prisoners more [...] 2019. XXV, 346 p. 4 illus. (Palgrave Studies in Race, Ethnicity, Indigeneity and Criminal Justice) Hardcover $ 89.99 ISBN 978-3-030-12906-4</td>
<td>978-3-030-12906-4</td>
<td>89.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Leventakis, M. R. Haberfeld</td>
<td>Synergy of Community Policing and Technology</td>
<td>A Comparative Approach</td>
<td>This brief examines the interaction and synergy between the philosophical concepts embedded in the ideas of Community Oriented Policing (C.O. P.) and urban security aided by technological innovations. While the philosophy of C.O.P. [...] 2019. XII, 55 p. 6 illus. (SpringerBriefs in Criminology) Softcover $ 69.99 ISBN 978-3-030-00298-5</td>
<td>978-3-030-00298-5</td>
<td>69.99</td>
</tr>
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<td>This brief examines the interaction and synergy between the philosophical concepts embedded in the ideas of Community Oriented Policing (C.O. P.) and urban security aided by technological innovations. While the philosophy of C.O.P. [...] 2019. XII, 55 p. 6 illus. (SpringerBriefs in Criminology) Softcover $ 69.99 ISBN 978-3-030-00298-5</td>
<td>978-3-030-00298-5</td>
<td>69.99</td>
</tr>
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Homicide and Organised Crime
Ethnographic Narratives of Serious Violence in the Criminal Underworld

Children and Crime in India
Causes, Narratives and Interventions
This book offers a sociological exploration of street children in India and what pulls and pushes them into delinquency, at a time when the government of India is contemplating strengthening its juvenile justice system. It draws on in-depth, qualitative research carried out by an NGO which included unstructured and structured interviews with over 600 children as well as stakeholders. [...] 2019. VII, 257 p. (Palgrave Advances in Criminology and Criminal Justice in Asia) Hardcover $ 89.99 ISBN 978-3-030-16588-8

Assessing Judicial Reforms in Developing Countries
Trust in Law and Criminal Procedure Reform in Chile
This book examines how judicial reform can be effectively assessed through a procedural justice approach. It provides a practical framework for assessment of judicial reform, examining a successful reform in Chile through large scale surveys and longitudinal research. Judicial reform is a key element to democratization and modernization processes in the developing world. [...] 2019. XXII, 164 p. 28 illus., 22 illus. in color. Hardcover $ 119.99 ISBN 978-3-030-14247-6

Protecting Victims of Human Trafficking From Liability
The European Approach
This book demonstrates the difficulty of protecting victims of human trafficking from being held liable for crimes they were compelled to commit in the course, or as a consequence, of being trafficked, under current European law. The legislation remains vague and potentially inadequate to recognise victimhood, safeguard the human rights of victims, and avoid further victimisation. [...] 2019. XIV, 213 p. 1 illus. (Palgrave Studies in Victims and Victimology) Hardcover $ 89.99 ISBN 978-3-030-02658-5

Craftivism and Yarn Bombing
A Criminological Exploration

Combating Wildlife Crime in South Africa
Using Gelatine Lifters for Forensic Trace Recovery
This brief explores wildlife crime and its international and culture-specific combat in South Africa from a green psychology perspective, focusing on a specific method of forensic trace recovery by analysing and evaluating the use of gelatine lifters. [...] 2019. XIX, 71 p. 13 illus., 3 illus. in color. (SpringerBriefs in Criminology) Softcover $ 59.99 ISBN 978-3-030-05890-6
K. C. Wong
Public Order Policing
in Hong Kong
The Mongkok Riot
This book examines the Hong Kong Mongkok Riot (MKR) of 2016 to offer a clear and objective account of the events as they unfolded, to dispel the myths, and to explore what can be learned from it. It draws on multiple sources including: [...] 2019. L, 282 p. (Palgrave Advances in Criminology and Criminal Justice in Asia) Hardcover $ 109.99 ISBN 978-3-319-98671-5

J. Winterdyk, J. Jones (Eds.)
The Palgrave International Handbook of Human Trafficking
This book is an international, comprehensive reference tool in the field of trafficking in people and slavery. It is both at the forefront of research and of practice. [...] 2019. VII, 1433 p. 42 illus., 31 illus. in color. In 3 volumes, not available separately. Hardcover approx. $ 639.00 ISBN 978-3-319-63057-1

D. Watson
Police and the Policed
Language and Power Relations on the Margins of the Global South
This book examines communication between police and residents of a designated crime ‘hotspot’ community in the Global South. It looks at communicative realities within a marginalised community in the twin island republic of Trinidad and Tobago and explores how police and the individuals that they police purposefully assign categories to each other before, during and after interactions. [...] 2019. XIII, 138 p. 2 illus. Hardcover $ 69.99 ISBN 978-3-030-00882-6

A. Watson
Speaking in Court
Developments in Court Advocacy from the Seventeenth to the Twenty-First Century
This book maps the changes in court advocacy in England and Wales over the last three centuries. Advocacy, the means by which a barrister puts their client’s case to the court and jury, has grown piecemeal and at an uneven pace; the result of a complex interplay of many influences. [...] 2019. XVI, 366 p. Hardcover $ 109.99 ISBN 978-3-030-10394-1

S. P. Sahni, I. Gupta
Piracy in the Digital Era
Psychosocial, Criminological and Cultural Factors

M. Roycroft, J. Roach (Eds.)
Decision Making in Police Enquiries and Critical Incidents
What Really Works?
This book examines how the police make decisions in real life situations, particularly in major enquiries. The two key themes explored are real-time decision making along with what “works” in such circumstances. It aims to set out how successful decisions are arrived at in a variety of difficult and time-constrained situations and discusses the lessons that can be learnt from this. [...] 2019. XV, 168 p. 5 illus., 1 illus. in color. Hardcover $ 69.99 ISBN 978-1-349-95846-7
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C. Baudenbacher
Judicial Independence
Memoirs of a European Judge
This book is about law, but it is not a law book. It is aimed at all interested contemporaries, lawyers and non-lawyers alike. Richly seasoned with personal memories and anecdotes, it offers unique insights into how European courts actually work. It is generally assumed that independence is part and parcel of the role and function of a judge. [...]
B. Custers, A. M. Sears, F. Dechesne, I. Georgieva, T. Tani, S. van der Hof

EU Personal Data Protection in Policy and Practice

In this book, the protection of personal data is compared for eight EU member states, namely France, Germany, the United Kingdom, Ireland, Romania, Italy, Sweden and the Netherlands. [...] 2019. XIX, 249 p. 15 illus., 13 illus. in color. (Information Technology and Law Series, Volume 29) Hardcover $ 99.99 ISBN 978-94-6265-281-1

P. Corrales, M. Fenwick, H. Haapio (Eds.)

Legal Tech, Smart Contracts and Blockchain

There is a broad consensus amongst law firms and in-house legal departments that next generation “Legal Tech” – particularly in the form of Blockchain-based technologies and Smart Contracts – will have a profound impact on the future operations of all legal service providers. [...] 2019. XIV, 276 p. 31 illus., 21 illus. in color. (Perspectives in Law, Business and Innovation) Hardcover $ 159.99 ISBN 978-3-981-13-6085-5

P. Breuer (Ed.)

Principled Resistance to ECtHR Judgments - A New Paradigm?

The book analyses the position of the ECtHR which has been more and more confronted with criticism coming from the national sphere, including the judiciary. This culminated in constitutional court judgments declaring a particular ECtHR judgment non-executable, for reasons of constitutional law. [...] 2019. X., 240 p. (Beiträge zum ausländischen öffentlichen Recht und Völkerrecht, Volume 285) Hardcover $ 139.99 ISBN 978-3-662-58985-4

M. Correa, X. Seuba (Eds.)

Intellectual Property and Development: Understanding the Interfaces

Liber amicorum Pedro Roffe

This book comprises chapters by leading international authors analysing the interface between intellectual property and foreign direct investment, development, and free trade. The authors search for a balance between the conflicting interests that inherently coexist in intellectual property law. [...] 2019. XXX, 431 p. 22 illus., 21 illus. in color. Hardcover $ 159.99 ISBN 978-981-13-2855-8

P. Chiassoni

Interpretation without Truth: A Realistic Enquiry

B. Gussen
Axial Shift
City Subsidiarity and the World System in the 21st Century
This book uses historical analysis, constitutional economics, and complexity theory to furnish an account of city subsidiarity as a legal, ethical, political, and economic principle. The book contemplates subsidiarity as a constitutional principle, where cities would benefit from much wider local autonomy. […] 2019. XVII, 493 p. 46 illus. Hardcover
$149.99
Due May 2019
Palgrave Macmillan
Monograph

A. Güler, M. Shevtsova, D. Venturi (Eds.)
LGBTI Asylum Seekers and Refugees from a Legal and Political Perspective
Persecution, Asylum and Integration
This book addresses the 'three moments' in lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and intersex (LGBTI) asylum seekers’ and refugees’ efforts to secure protection: The reasons for their flight, the Refugee Status Determination process, and their integration into the host community once they are recognized refugee status. […] 2019. XIV, 354 p. Hardcover
$149.99
ISBN 978-3-319-91904-1
Available
Springer
Contributed volume

I. Feichtner, M. Krajewski, R. Roesch (Eds.)
Human Rights in the Extractive Industries
Transparency, Participation, Resistance
This book addresses key challenges and conflicts arising in extractive industries (mining, oil drilling) concerning the human rights of workers, their families, local communities and other stakeholders. Further, it analyses various instruments that have sought to mitigate human rights violations by defining transparency-related obligations and participation rights. […] 2019. X, 556 p. 6 illus., 5 illus. in color. (Interdisciplinary Studies in Human Rights, Volume 3) Hardcover
$159.99
ISBN 978-3-030-11381-0
Due July 2019
Springer
Contributed volume

J. Exner
Sporting Nationality in the Context of European Union Law
Seeking a Balance between Sporting Bodies’ Interests and Athletes’ Rights
This book strikes a balance between international sporting governing bodies’ interests and values enshrined in rules regarding sporting nationality on one hand, and athletes’ rights under EU law on the other. […] 2019. X, 99 p. 1 illus. (SpringerBriefs in Law) Softcover
$59.99
ISBN 978-3-030-10806-9
Available
Springer
Brief

K. Fach Gómez
Key Duties of International Investment Arbitrators
A Transnational Study of Legal and Ethical Dilemmas
This book critically analyses how arbitration cases, institutional rules and emerging codes of conduct in the international arbitration sector have dealt with a series of key arbitrator duties to date. In addition, it offers a range of feasible and well-grounded proposals regarding investment arbitrators’ duties in the future. […] 2019. XVII, 222 p. Hardcover
$139.99
ISBN 978-3-319-98127-7
Available
Springer
Monograph

D. Doli
The International Element, Statehood and Democratic Nation-building
Exploring the Role of the EU and International Community in Kosovo’s State-formation and State-building
This book represents a unique endeavor to elucidate the story of Kosovo’s unilateral quest for statehood. It is an inquiry into the international legal aspects and processes that shaped and surrounded the creation of the state of Kosovo. […] 2019. XIII, 232 p. 49 illus. Hardcover
$139.99
ISBN 978-3-030-05994-1
Available
Springer
Monograph
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This book critically analyses how arbitration cases, institutional rules and emerging codes of conduct in the international arbitration sector have dealt with a series of key arbitrator duties to date. In addition, it offers a range of feasible and well-grounded proposals regarding investment arbitrators’ duties in the future. […] 2019. XVII, 222 p. Hardcover
$139.99
ISBN 978-3-319-98127-7
Available
Springer
Monograph

D. Doli
The International Element, Statehood and Democratic Nation-building
Exploring the Role of the EU and International Community in Kosovo’s State-formation and State-building
This book represents a unique endeavor to elucidate the story of Kosovo’s unilateral quest for statehood. It is an inquiry into the international legal aspects and processes that shaped and surrounded the creation of the state of Kosovo. […] 2019. XIII, 232 p. 49 illus. Hardcover
$139.99
ISBN 978-3-030-05994-1
Available
Springer
Monograph
E. V. Henn

International Human Rights Law and Structural Discrimination

The Example of Violence against Women

International courts and other actors are increasingly taking into account pre-existing social structures and inequalities when addressing and redressing human rights violations, in particular discrimination against specific groups. [...] 2019. XVI, 243 p. 2 illus. (Beiträge zum ausländischen öffentlichen Recht und Völkerrecht, Volume 280) Hardcover

$ 109.99
ISBN 978-3-662-58676-1

Y. Kaneko (Ed.)

Civil Law Reforms in Post-Colonial Asia

Beyond Western Capitalism

This book focuses on the legal systems of the late-developing countries of ASEAN (Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, and Vietnam, often referred to as the CLMV countries). [...] 2019. XXII, 180 p. 5 illus., 3 illus. in color. (Kobe University Monograph Series in Social Science Research) Hardcover

$ 159.99

M. Kettunen

Legitimizing European Criminal Law

Justification and Restrictions

The book examines how and according to which principles the enactment of European criminal legislation is legitimate. The approach adopted here focuses on the constitutionalization of criminal law (i.e., the growing importance of constitutional elements of the EU legal order and the ECHR regime within criminal law). [...] 2019. X, 290 p. (Comparative, European and International Criminal Justice, Volume 2) Hardcover

$ 149.99
ISBN 978-3-030-16173-6

U. Kilkel, T. Liefaard (Eds.)

International Human Rights of Children


$ 399.99

P. Letto-Vanamo, D. Tamm, B. O. Gram Mortensen (Eds.)

Nordic Law in European Context

Nordic law is often referred to as something different from other legal systems. At the same time, it is a common belief that the Nordic countries share more or less the same legal tradition and are very similar in their approach to the law. [...] 2019. VII, 213 p. (Ius Gentium: Comparative Perspectives on Law and Justice, Volume 73) Hardcover

$ 149.99
ISBN 978-3-030-03005-6
A. López-Basaguren, L. Escajedo San-Epifanio (Eds.)

Claims for Secession and Federalism
A Comparative Study with a Special Focus on Spain
This volume, incorporating the work of scholars from various parts of the globe, taps the wisdom of the Westphalian (and post-Westphalian) world on the use of federalism and secession as tools for managing regional conflicts. [...] 2019. VIII, 588 p. 3 illus. Hardcover
$ 179.99
ISBN 978-3-319-59706-5

Available

U. Mahanta, I. Gupta (Eds.)

Recognition of the Rights of Domestic Workers in India
Challenges and the Way Forward
This book brings together a set of contributions that examine the complexities associated with domestic work by highlighting not only the legal issues but also exploring the social, psycho-social, economic, and cultural dimensions of domestic work. The book aims to ignite a collective effort towards ensuring decent work for domestic workers and facilitate a public debate on their rights. [...] 2019. XVII, 196 p. 21 illus. in color. Hardcover
$ 139.99

Due May 2019

P. Marano, I. Rokas (Eds.)

Distribution of Insurance-Based Investment Products
The EU Regulation and the Liabilities
The book addresses a topic at the intersection of two heavily regulated sectors: insurance and investment services. Until recently, scholars and professionals have approached insurance and investment services as two separate categories in the financial services sector, and as being governed by separate regulatory frameworks. [...] 2019. IX, 258 p. Hardcover
$ 119.99

Available

G. Nanayakkara

Performers’ Rights in Sri Lanka
Singers’ Melancholia
This book explores whether global music copyright law and the performers’ rights regime (PRR) have been able to improve the economic position of artists, as they were originally intended to. [...] 2019. IX, 228 p. 1 illus. Hardcover
$ 139.99

Available

A. D. Oliver-Lalana (Ed.)

Conceptions and Misconceptions of Legislation
This volume brings together an international group of legal scholars to discuss different approaches to lawmaking. [...] 2019. XVI, 335 p. 6 illus., 1 illus. in color. (Legislation Library, Volume 5) Hardcover
$ 149.99
ISBN 978-3-030-12067-2

Due April 2019

S. M. Olokooba

Nigerian Taxation
Law, Practice and Procedures Simplified
This book offers a simplified and straightforward introduction to the basics of Nigerian taxation. While discussing various laws, practices and procedures, it also addresses the latest amendments to Nigerian tax laws. The book begins by discussing the central issue of Islamic taxation and its legality under Nigerian law. [...] 2019. XXXI, 186 p. 3 illus. Hardcover
$ 139.99

Available
L. Palazzani

Innovation in Scientific Research and Emerging Technologies
A Challenge to Ethics and Law
This book entails a systematic, synthetic and critical analysis of the ethical and legal challenges of scientific research and emerging technologies. It offers the main conceptual tools and categories to understand the present debate on the most recent questions and to acquire a critical awareness on them.

2020. Approx. 130 p. Hardcover
approx. $ 119.99

T. Rafaraci, R. Belfiore (Eds.)

EU Criminal Justice
Fundamental Rights, Transnational Proceedings and the European Public Prosecutor’s Office
This volume discusses EU criminal justice from three perspectives. The first concerns fundamental rights following the adoption of the directives that have progressively reinforced the cornerstone of procedural rights of suspects and defendants in national criminal proceedings in the EU member states so as to facilitate judicial cooperation. [...] 2019. XIII, 214 p. 3 illus. in color. Hardcover
$ 139.99
ISBN 978-3-319-97318-0

L. Reins (Ed.)

Regulating New Technologies in Uncertain Times
This book deals with questions of democracy and governance relating to new technologies. The deployment and application of new technologies is often accompanied with uncertainty as to their long-term (un)intended impacts. New technologies also raise questions about the limits of the law as the line between harmful and beneficial effects is often difficult to draw. [...] 2019. X, 313 p. 4 illus., 2 illus. in color. (Information Technology and Law Series, Volume 32) Hardcover
$ 99.99
ISBN 978-94-6265-278-1

P. Rott (Ed.)

Certification – Trust, Accountability, Liability
This book offers an in-depth analysis of the function of certification in general and of certification systems in a range of different sectors. The authors examine certification from both a theoretical and a practical standpoint and from the perspectives of different disciplines, including law, economics, management, and the social sciences. [...] 2019. VI, 250 p. (Studies in European Economic Law and Regulation, Volume 16) Hardcover
$ 139.99
ISBN 978-3-030-02498-7

C. Roux, A. Becker (Eds.)

Human Rights Literacies
Future Directions
This book adds impetus to the nexus between human rights, human rights education and material reality. The dissonance between these aspects is of growing concern for most human rights educators in various social contexts. [...] 2019. XIX, 301 p. 9 illus. (Interdisciplinary Studies in Human Rights, Volume 2) Hardcover
$ 149.99
ISBN 978-3-319-99566-3
**M. Varju (Ed.)**

**Between Compliance and Particularism**

Member State Interests and European Union Law

The book examines how the interests of the member states, which provide the primary driving force for developments in European integration, are internalised and addressed by the law of the European Union. [...] 2019. XVII, 338 p. 1 illus. Hardcover

$ 159.99

ISBN 978-3-030-05781-7

---

**P. van Schilfgaarde**

**Law and Life. Why Law?**

This book is based on the assumption that the world is governed by a widespread field of interconnected laws. In this field man-made laws – legal laws - have to coexist with the laws of nature, the laws of science and the laws of logic. They have to find their place in relation to a certain society. They have to relate to the demands of morality, ethics, custom and trust. [...] 2019. XI, 172 p. (Law and Philosophy Library, Volume 127) Hardcover

$ 119.99

ISBN 978-3-030-12531-8

---

**G. Selvik, M. Clifton, T. Haas, L. Lourenço, K. Schwiesow (Eds.)**

**The Art of Judicial Reasoning**

Festschrift in Honour of Carl Baudenbacher

This book, formed as a series of essays in honour of Professor Carl Baudenbacher, addresses the very art of judicial reasoning, and features contributions from many of the foremost current or former national, supranational, or international judges. [...] 2019. XVI, 320 p. 1 illus. in color. Hardcover

$ 149.99

ISBN 978-3-030-02552-6

---

**P. T. Stegmann**

**Responsibility of the EU and the Member States under EU International Investment Protection Agreements**

Between Traditional Rules, Proceduralisation and Federalisation

This book provides a comprehensive portrait of how international responsibility of the EU and the Member States is structured under the EU’s international investment protection agreements. [...] 2019. XIX, 368 p. (European Yearbook of International Economic Law, Volume 6) Hardcover

$ 149.99

ISBN 978-3-030-04365-0

---

**K. Tyagi**

**Promoting Competition in Innovation Through Merger Control in the ICT Sector**

A Comparative and Interdisciplinary Study

This book addresses the question of how competition authorities assess mergers in the Information Communication Technology (ICT) sector so as to promote competition in innovation. A closer look at the question reveals that it is far more complex [...] 2019. X, 317 p. 5 illus., 4 illus. in color. (Munich Studies on Innovation and Competition, Volume 10) Hardcover

$ 149.99

ISBN 978-3-662-58783-6

---

**I. Skoczeń**

**Implicatures within Legal Language**

This book proposes a novel, descriptive theory that unveils the linguistic mechanisms lurking behind judicial decisions. It offers a comprehensive account of the ongoing debate, as well as a novel solution to the problem of understanding legal pragamtics. [...] 2019. IX, 172 p. (Law and Philosophy Library, Volume 127) Hardcover

$ 119.99

ISBN 978-3-030-12531-8

---

**G. Selvik, M. Clifton, T. Haas, L. Lourenço, K. Schwiesow (Eds.)**

**The Art of Judicial Reasoning**

Festschrift in Honour of Carl Baudenbacher

This book, formed as a series of essays in honour of Professor Carl Baudenbacher, addresses the very art of judicial reasoning, and features contributions from many of the foremost current or former national, supranational, or international judges. [...] 2019. XVI, 320 p. 1 illus. in color. Hardcover

$ 149.99

ISBN 978-3-030-02552-6
J. Ge
A Comparative Analysis of Policing Consumer Contracts in China and the EU
This book seeks to fill a gap in the existing literature by describing the formulation, interpretation and enforcement of the rules on consumer contracts in China and the EU, and by mapping key similarities and differences. The study addresses selected issues regarding consumer contracts: sources of law in the two jurisdictions are first discussed to set the scene. [...] 2019. XII, 325 p. 1 illus. Hardcover $ 149.99 ISBN 978-981-13-2988-3
This open access publication discusses exclusionary rules in different criminal justice systems. It is based on the findings of a research project in comparative law with a focus on the question of whether or not a fair trial can be secured through evidence exclusion. [...] 2019. XV, 380 p. 4 illus., 1 illus. in color. (Ius Gentium: Comparative Perspectives on Law and Justice, Volume 74) Hardcover

Do Exclusionary Rules Ensure a Fair Trial?
S. Gless, T. Richter (Eds.)

Banking Supervision and Criminal Investigation
G. Lasagni

Comparing the EU and US Experiences
In the aftermath of the last financial crisis, on both sides of the Atlantic banking supervisors were given new supervisory and enforcement powers, which are often of a substantially punitive-criminal nature. In Europe in particular, the establishment of the Single Supervisory Mechanism [...] 2019. X, 370 p. (Comparative, European and International Criminal Justice, Volume 1) Hardcover

Collective Bargaining in Labour Law Regimes
U. Liukkunen (Ed.)

A Global Perspective
This book addresses the theme of collective bargaining in different legal systems and explores legal framework of collective bargaining as well as the role of different bargaining models in domestic labour law systems in altogether twenty-one jurisdictions throughout the world. [...] 2019. X, 590 p. 10 illus., 7 illus. in color. (Ius Comparatum - Global Studies in Comparative Law, Volume 32) Hardcover

Do Exclusionary Rules Ensure a Fair Trial?
S. Gless, T. Richter (Eds.)

Banking Supervision and Criminal Investigation
G. Lasagni

Collective Bargaining in Labour Law Regimes
U. Liukkunen (Ed.)

Personal Participation in Criminal Proceedings
S. Quattrocchio, S. Ruggeri (Eds.)

More Constitutional Dimensions of Contract Law
L. Siliquini-Cinelli, A. Hutchison (Eds.)

International Insolvency Law
E. Moustaira

More Constitutional Dimensions of Contract Law
L. Siliquini-Cinelli, A. Hutchison (Eds.)

International Insolvency Law
E. Moustaira

Personal Participation in Criminal Proceedings
S. Quattrocchio, S. Ruggeri (Eds.)
S. H. Adem
Palestine and the International Criminal Court
This book deals with the possible investigation and prosecution by the International Criminal Court (ICC) of crimes allegedly committed in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. [...]
2019. XII, 228 p. 2 illus. (International Criminal Justice Series, Volume 21) Hardcover
$ 149.99

J. Zhu, X. Zhang
Critique of Hong Kong Nativism From a Legal Perspective
This book focuses on the separatist trend in Hong Kong, which it approaches by drawing on historical studies, political analysis, social studies and legal analysis. [...]
2019. IX, 176 p. 1 illus. Hardcover
$ 119.99

Y. Wei
Issues Decisive for China’s Rise or Fall An International Law Perspective
This book focuses on the most serious social and economic challenges faced by China from a public international law perspective. The vast and diversified nature of public international law inspires the author to organize the book on a topic oriented basis, i.e. selecting five most crucial and interrelated issues in contemporary China to investigate and address. [...]
2019. XXV, 203 p. 6 illus. Hardcover
$ 139.99

Y. Wu
Reforming WTO Rules on State-Owned Enterprises In the Context of SOEs Receiving Various Advantages
This book argues that the trade-distorting effects of advantages associated with SOEs are more severe from an economic perspective, and the behavior of SOEs after receiving advantages is of more concern, compared to private-owned enterprises (POEs). [...]
2019. XXII, 265 p. 3 illus. Hardcover
$ 139.99

M. P. Singh, N. Kumar (Eds.)
The Indian Yearbook of Comparative Law 2018
This yearbook is a compilation of thematically arranged essays that critically analyse emerging developments, issues, and perspectives across different branches of law. It consists of research from scholars around the world with the view that comparative study would initiate dialogue on law and legal cultures across jurisdictions. [...]
2019. XXII, 525 p. 2 illus. (The Indian Yearbook of Comparative Law) Hardcover
$ 149.99

Z. Wang
Relationship Between the Chinese Central Authorities and Regional Governments of Hong Kong and Macao: A Legal Perspective
This book discusses the basic theories and structures employed in handling the Central-SAR relationship under the “One Country, Two Systems” policy from the perspective of ruling by law. [...]
2019. XIX, 419 p. (China Academic Library) Hardcover
$ 149.99

S. H. Adem
Palestine and the International Criminal Court
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Humans as a Protected Legal Interest of Crimes against Humanity</td>
<td>R. Atadjanov</td>
<td>Palgrave Macmillan</td>
<td>Due June 2019</td>
<td>$ 149.99</td>
<td>978-94-6265-298-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear Non-Proliferation in International Law - Volume IV</td>
<td>J. L. Black-Branch, D. Fleck (Eds.)</td>
<td>T.M.C. Asser Press</td>
<td>Available</td>
<td>$ 159.99</td>
<td>978-94-6265-266-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free Trade Agreements</td>
<td>L. Corbin, M. Perry (Eds.)</td>
<td>Springer</td>
<td>Available</td>
<td>$ 139.99</td>
<td>978-981-13-3037-7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This book investigates under which circumstances vertical unbundling can lead to a more efficient market result. The assessment is based on an interdisciplinary approach combining law and economics. Drawing on the assessment, circumstances are subsequently presented under which unbundling might become necessary. [...]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors/Editors</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New Developments in Competition Law and Economics</td>
<td>K. Mathis, A. Tor</td>
<td>Springer</td>
<td>Available</td>
<td>$149.99</td>
<td>978-3-030-11610-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Investment Under the Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA)</td>
<td>M. M. Mbengue, S. Schacherer</td>
<td>Springer</td>
<td>Available</td>
<td>$139.99</td>
<td>978-3-319-98360-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweetie 2.0: Using Artificial Intelligence to Fight Webcam Child Sex Tourism</td>
<td>S. van der Hof, I. Georgieva, B. Schermer, B. Koops</td>
<td>T.M.C. Asser Press</td>
<td>Due June 2019</td>
<td>$139.99</td>
<td>978-94-6265-287-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The International Criminal Court in Turbulent Times</td>
<td>G. Werle, A. Zimmermann</td>
<td>T.M.C. Asser Press</td>
<td>Due July 2019</td>
<td>$139.99</td>
<td>978-94-6265-302-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Competition Law Enforcement in Developing Countries</td>
<td>J. Molestina</td>
<td>Springer</td>
<td>Available</td>
<td>$149.99</td>
<td>978-3-662-58524-5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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